REGULATIONS OF THE CAMPSITE	


!
1. Article	

Whoever and for whatever reason wants to enter the campsite has to provide himself with the
authorization given by the direction.	

For this reason, when the camping guests arrive, they have to show the direction their identity cards
for the registration of law. The guest has to check the exactness of the registration, to tell the
direction every discordance and to previously inform of every variation, and of the coming and of
the depart of every person. The admission of minors without the presence of a legally responsible
person is not allowed.	

2. Article	

The direction allows the free coming of visitors and hosts for a short period, but according to the
organizing requirements of the accommodation complex.	

A following extension of the stay has to be authorized by the direction and it implies the payment of
the stay according to the listing price. The visitors can enter on foot and during the according daily
time. The presence of not authorized people implies the violation of the rules of public security
(Article 109 of TULPS); the violation of Article 614 c.p. (housebreaking); violation of Article 633
c.p. (invasion of lands and buildings); violation of Article 624 c.p. (theft of services); offense of
contractual fraud.	


!
3. Article	

It is the right of the direction to give the clients the place of the designed area, which they have to
occupy for the stay and give necessary dispositions for the good state of the stay. The occupation of
the designed area implies the respect of its delimitations. For this reason, all the equipments, the
vehicles too, have to be placed inside the boundaries of the designed area. In the designed area, no
more than one vehicle may be parked. Other means of transport of the client have to be parked in
the sites decided by the direction.	


!
4. Article	

The payment of the stay has to be made by 11.00 a.m. of the day of the leaving and the designed
area has to be free by 12.00 of the same day. If the leaving does not happen by the established term,
the client will have to pay for the day of the leaving too. 	


!
5. Article	

The acceptance of dogs and other pets has to be arranged with the direction. The dogs must be kept
on leash and with the muzzle and have to be taken outside the campsite for their physiological
needs.	


!

6. Article	

Behaviors, activities, plays and the use of equipments that can cause the annoyance the peace the
hosts of the camping have to be avoid at any time. In particular, between 11 pm and 7.30 am, the
coming and the leaving of motor vehicles, the use of noise and disassembly of tents are not allowed.	


!
7. Article	

Every vehicle can be used only to come and go out from the camping during the allowed hours, at a
walking pace and in the respect of the traffic signs.	


!
8. Article	

Adults are responsible for the behavior of their children, whose vivacity, education and necessities
have not to trouble the quietness, the security and the hygiene of other hosts.	


!
9. Article	

All guests have to put their rubbish in the provided dustbins, which are behind the toilettes, and to
separate it as requested. If the guests do not keep to this rule, the direction can demand an extra
payment! 	


!
10. Article	

Inside the camping, it is not allowed:	

a) to put rubbish outside the provided dustbins;	


·	


b) to dig holes or channels in the area;	


·	


c) to light fires	


·	


d) to injury the vegetation;	


·	


e) to spill oils, petrol, and boiling, salted, waste liquid on the ground;	


·	


f) to wash cars and other means;	


·	


g) to wash crockery and linen outside the provided sinks;	


·	


h) to wash anything or themselves at the drinking fountain;	


·	


i) to waste or improperly use water;	


·	


j) to hang out fences, shading tarpaulins, to tie or anchor anything on trees, to draw ropes 	

man-high and to install anything that can represent a potential danger or can be obstacle to
the free pass; it is allowed to use of the coal grill; pay attention that the smoke does not to
disturb the neighbors and does not to damage the meadow-lawn and the surrounding ground. 	


	

	

	


·	


!
11. Article	

The vessel of chemical WC, like all other drain sewage which are in the inner system of motor
caravans, campers and other vehicles have to be emptied in the designed areas inside the campsite,
which are appropriate for the hygienic and sanitary fixture; do it in a different time from the
mealtime.	


!
12. Article	

The mail has to be personally taken from the direction. After seven days, the not picked up mail will
be send back to the sender. The lost objects, which happen to be found in the campsite, have to be
given to the direction.	


!
13. Article	

The use of electric installation of every designed area is subjected to the use of materials in
compliance with the regulations in force; the connection of the system has to be made with only one
cable. The clients assume every responsibility for connections made with defective cables,
equipments and materials. It is not allowed the electric connection for tents. The client has to
immediately communicate to the direction every breakdown. Fire or events that can put in danger
the safety of people have to be immediately communicated to the direction.	


!
14. Article	

The use of camping equipments and of sports and recreational systems is in risk and danger of the
client. The children have to be accompanied in the use of various equipments and to the sanitary
services. It is not allowed to play soccer, bowls volleyball, table-tennis and other sport or plays
outside the provided places or fences, because it could disturb other guests.	


!
15. Article	

Every host has to personally keep his objects. The direction does not assume any responsibility for
the loss, theft, deterioration, damage, and destruction of values that were not previously left in care
to the direction. The delivery in care to the direction will be certified by an appropriate receipt,
subscribed by the direction itself. On delivery to the guests of the things given in care, they have to
subscribe an appropriate receipt of return in oder to free the direction of any responsibility. By the
end of the stay, the guest has to remove his means of transport and every other mobile thing or
requirement in his possession; if he does not, the direction declines any responsibility for the means
of transport itself and of every other thing that belongs to the guest. The direction does not have to
compensate for the damage that can happen during the not authorized permanence. The direction
cannot be held responsible for incidents and thefts caused by other hosts, by uncontrollable events,
by natural calamity or by causes that do not depend on the negligence of the campsite staff. The
possible interruption of the supply of a general service of the campsite, for breakdowns or causes of
uncontrollable event, does not oblige the direction to pay or to refund for the damages.	


!

16. Article	

According to the 13. Article of the execution regulation of the provincial low N.33/190, the guest’s
vehicles have to be type-tested for the street circulation for all the period of permanence in the
campsite. The vehicles can only be equipped with attachments and inner coatings provided by the
producing firms. 	


!
17. Article	

The direction has the right to expel those who, according to his judgement, transgress the
regulations or disturb the harmony, the good state of communitarian life and the interests of the
accommodation complex itself. In cases of particular gravidity, the transgressors will be
immediately turned away from the campsite. 	


!
!
!
!

